## WINDMETERS

### HANDHELD WEATHER METERS

**SKYWATCH GEOS 11**
- **Features:** Electronic Compass: • analogical and digital
- **Description:** Designed for consumer and professional use, the Explorer does not include complicated and seldom-used features such as downloading and storing. Press one button, and instant readings are at your fingertips. **Dimension:** 3.5 x 1.5 x 0.75 in, 2 oz. (41 x 93 x 17 mm, 50 g) **Battery operation:** One button. **Completely sealed:** internal sensors. **Weatherproof (can be submerged 6 feet).** **Relative Humidity & Dewpoint • Choose any measurement unit • Reads in tenths**
- **Weight:** 3.2 ounces with battery. **P/N:** 13-00086

### WINDLINQ WIND METER
- **Features:** **Design & Build:** Wind tunnel (maximize wind meter accuracy) **Dimensions:** 3.5 x 1.5 x 0.75 in, 2 oz. (41 x 93 x 17 mm, 50 g) **Weatherproof (can be submerged 6 feet).** Replaceable lithium battery (included and installed), stainless steel back. **Auto-off after one minute (can be disabled to remain on).** **Included lanyard:** One year warranty. **Handheld Weather 1:** P/N 13-04760

### SM-19 SKYMATE PLUS WIND METER
- **Features:** **Display:** Displays wind speed in MPH, Kt, km/hr, Knots, Met/s, Skywatch Compass 2000 • Current wind speed • Average wind speed over 10 seconds • Maximum wind speed Mph, Kt, Kp/h, Ky, Km/h **Backlight:** Yes **Tripod fitting:** Yes **Price:** $103.99

### WM-350 WINDMATE 350 • **Features:** **Display:** Displays wind speed in MPH, Kt, Km/h, Km/hr, Knots, Met/s, **Backlight:** Yes **Tripod fitting:** Yes **Price:** $199.99

### XPLORER 2 WINDMETER BY SKYWATCH
- **Dimension:** 3.5 x 1.5 x 0.75 in, 2 oz. (41 x 93 x 17 mm, 50 g) **One button operation. EL Backlight.** Completely sealed: internal sensors. **Weatherproof (can be submerged 6 feet).** Replaceable lithium battery (included and installed), stainless steel back. **Auto-off after one minute (can be disabled to remain on).** **Included lanyard:** One year warranty. **Designed in Switzerland:**

### XPLORER 3 WINDMETER BY SKYWATCH
- **Dimension:** 3.5 x 1.5 x 0.75 in, 2 oz. (41 x 93 x 17 mm, 50 g) **One button operation. EL Backlight.** Completely sealed: internal sensors. **Weatherproof (can be submerged 6 feet).** Replaceable lithium battery (included and installed), stainless steel back. **Auto-off after one minute (can be disabled to remain on).** **Included lanyard:** One year warranty. **Designed in Switzerland:**

### WINDSCRIBE HANDHELD WIND METER
- **A precise, handheld wind meter (anemometer).** Also measures maximum headwind, maximum tailwind, a five-second average wind, and a running average wind. Speeds can be displayed in both U.S. and metric units, and the unit also records temperature and wind chill. The WindScribe weighs 3.5 ounces, and comes with a lanyard. A velcro strap, Rubber-Rail Mount(AP-15) is included. **P/N:** 13-04019

## SPECTECH INSTRUMENTS

**SKYMASTER WEATHERMETER SM-28** • **Pocket-sized weather station features complete wind speed functions and includes a severe weather audio alarm.** The relative humidity, barometer, and altimeter functions can be recalibrated, if required. **Skymaster is water resistant, floats, threaded for tripod mounting and comes with a tripod fitting.** **One year warranty.** **Features:** Windspeed - Relative Humidity & Dew Point • Altitude • Current barometric Pressure • 16-HR Pressure Graph • Severe Weather Audio Alarm. **Temperature/Windchill/Heat Index.** **P/N:** 13-02957

**SKYWATCH WINDMETERS** • **Conveniently calibrated in miles/hour, meters/second and Beaufort.** Expanded in the lower wind speed range of 0.26 MPH (0.89 meters/sec). Slips easily into a shirt or coat pocket. **Safety wrist strap gives added security in stronger winds, and stores out of the way in the folding handle.** Constructed of high impact plastic and corrosion resistant metals. It comes with leather-like carrying case. No Batteries Needed. **P/N:** 13-18520

**WM-100 WINDMATE 100** • **Current average (5, 10, 15 sec) Maximum wind speed all use a wind vane to ensure most accurate measurements.** For long-range shooting, use the tripod fitting and add the optional wind tunnel accessory. **All wind functions in user selected units.** Reads in tenths **Backlight **Yes **Tripod fitting **Yes **Weight:** Comes with adjustable lanyard. **Features:** Current wind speed **Average wind speed(5, 10, 13 seconds) **Maximum wind speed Mph, Kt, Kp/h, Bf, Fpm, M/sec. **Wind vane assures you are on the wind’s axis • Tripod fitting • Fits wind tunnel accessory **Price:** $75.19

**WM-200 WINDMATE 200** • **Offers the most popular features in a handheld device, wind speed and temperature.** Single button operation, simple easy measurements, and the display has a backlight; handy for low-light conditions. Each unit is water resistant, and has a tripod fitting. **Features:** Digital wind direction in degree & compass points wind and tail current readings **Temperature** **Backlight Specifications:** Wind speed accuracy +/- 3% from 8.8-89mph **Wind speed range to 135Mph **Digital compass/wind direction accuracy +/- 2° **Temp/Windchill accuracy +/- 1.8°F **Optional Units: Mph, km/h, Knots, m/s, Bf (Beaufort)** **F or C **Avg windspeed over 10 secs **Max windspeed 2 sec gust since power on **Auto shutdown **POWER: CR2032 replaceable lithium battery (included) **Measures:** 5.5” x 1.75” x .75” closed **Weighs 3.2oz with battery **2-yr warranty **P/N:** 13-04292

**WM-300 WINDMATE 300** • **Wind speed and digital wind direction, relative humidity, dewpoint, wet bulb & Delta T.** This unit is equipped with a backlight. Accuweather.com™ patented Comfort Index™ gives the effect of temp, relative humidity, wind speed, & sun intensity on the human body. Unit can be tripod mounted. **Features:** Relative Humidity (self-calibrating sensor) **Delta T:** **Accuweather.com™ patented Jackknife case allows most accurate measurements.** For long-range shooting, use the tripod fitting and add the optional wind tunnel accessory. **One button operation, EL Backlight **Tripod fitting **Rugged water-resistant case **Price:** $103.99

**Prices Subject to Change Without Notice**